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Preliminary considerations

1 . Introductory : The present paper —the seventh and last of the present

series —is concerned with the means to be found for promoting the greatest

possible stability in zoological nomenclature. At its Session held in Paris in

1948 the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature submitted to

the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology a number of measures designed

to promote stability in zoological nonienclature. These proposals were approved

by the Congress, but, in supporting these proposals, the Section on Nomen-
clature made it clear that it attached the highest importance to the adoption

of measures which would effectively put a stop to the constant changing of

names—especially well-known names—on narrow technical grounds of a

nomenclatorial character, and was not satisfied that the measures suggested

bv the Commission were sufficiently bold and constructive to secure the desired

end. It was only with some reluctance that the Section on Nomenclature

accepted the advice of the International Commission that tlie action then to

be taken shoidd be confined to the matters on which the Commission had

itself submitted proposals. In accepting this course, the Section on Nomen-
clature stii)ulated that the whole question of how best to promote stability

in zoological nomenclature should form the subject of a thorough investigation

after the close of the Congress with a view to definitive action being taken

by the next (Copenhagen) Congress in 1953. The Congress accordingly invited

me, as Secretary to the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature,

to undertake the desired investigation, in consultation with interested specialists,

with a view to the submission of a comprehensive Report, with recommenda-

tions, for consideration by the Fourteenth International Congress of Zoology

when it should meet in Copenhagen in 1953.

2. Widespread desire for greater stability in zoological nomen-
clature : It is evident not only from the proceedings at the Paris Congress

and from those of the International Geological Congress held in London later

in the same year, of the International Ornithological Congress held at Uppsala

in 1950, and of the International Entomological Congress held at Amsterdam

in 1951 but also from the large number of communications which I have

received from individual zoologists and palaeontologists since the Paris Congress

that the old system of name-changing as a means for securing ultimate stability

now finds few supporters and that there is a strong and widespread desire

that positive measures should be devised for protecting names in current use

from attack and so for securing an immediate advance towards the attainment

of stabiUty in zoological nomenclature. Alike in its general scope and in the

degree of interest evinced both by speciaUsts in systematic zoology and

palaeontology and by workers in the field of applied biology, this question

far outstrips in importance every other which today calls for consideration

by all who are interested in the orderly development of zoological nomenclature.

The very importance of this subject and the fact that every worker will be

affected by whatever decisions may be taken makes it doubly necessary that

the closest consideration should be given to the issues involved before decisions

are taken by the Copenhagen Congress. For it is not enough that there should

be an all but unanimous desire that steps should at once be taken to relegate
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the changing of names on bibliographical and other technical grounds to the
hmbo of the past. What is required is that before the Copenhagen Congress
there should be as frank as ])ossible an exchange of views among workers
of all shades of opinion and in every field as to the best measures to adopt
to secure the desired end.

3. Two possible roads of advance : Broadly speaking, the question
which has to be considered by all those zoologists who are dissatisfied with the
present state of affairs and are anxious to secure greater stability in nomen-
clature is whether that end can best be secured by the adoption of novel and
unaccustomed expedients or whetlier on the other hand the desired objective
could be better achieved by an expansion and development of existing
techniques, supplemented, where necessary, by provisions for dealing with
problems which give rise to instability in nomenclature in cases where those
problems are not at present dealt with at all in the Regies. The adoption of
new expedients oifers great attractions to many enthusiasts, not only as offerin<»
hope of rapidly securing increased stability but also as marking a definite
break witli traditions and practices which had so conspicuously failed to
provide a stable nomenclature. On the other hand, many will feel— and it
is certainly myview—that serious dangers may be incurred by the introduction,
into a long established system, of provisions fundamentally different from'
those hitherto in force, unless the new provisions are most carefully thought
out in advance. Even so, there must always remain the risk that, once such
a change was made, serious difficulties might arise which it had been impossible
to foresee and for which it would be difficult later to make adequate provision.
In a matter of such importance as the present it is particularly necessary
that the most careful consideration should be given to the relative advantages
likely to be obtained on the one hand liy novel provisions having as tlieir
aim the provision of. as it were, a short c\it to the desired goal, and, on the
other hand. Ijy amplifications and extensions of the existing system designed
to reach the same goal by following an evolutionary path. These two broad
alternatives are discussed separately in the follo\\'ing paragraphs.
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PART1. THEINTRODUCTIONOFA " LAWOFPRESCRIP-
TION " VIEWEDAS A POSSIBLE MEANSFOROBTAIN-
ING A STABLE SYSTEMOF ZOOLOGICALNOMEN-
CLATURE

4. Proposals advanced in Paris (1948) and at Amsterdam (1951)

in favour of the incorporation in the " Regies " of a " Law of Prescrip-

tion" as a means for securing greater stability in zoological nomen-
clature : The strong general desire among zoologists that means must be

found to put an end to the constant changing of the names of animals found

expression at the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology held in Paris in

1948 in two independently sponsored proposals, each aiming at securing this

object. The first of these was brought before the Congress by Dr. Henning

Lemchc (Copenhagen) on behalf of a large and representative group of Scan-

dinavian zoologists (1950. Bull. zool. Namend. 3 : 159-161), the second, by

Professor Pierre Bonnet (Toulouse) (1950, Bull. zool. Nomend. 3 : 177). The

general purport of each of these proposals was that there should be established

a '* Law of Prescription " which would curb the full rigour of the Law of

Priority in relation to old long-neglected names not in current use. Under

the Scandinavian proposal a generic name or a trivial name published prior

to 1850 but not used by any subsequent author from the beginning of that

year until the present time would be rejected under a Law of Prescription
;

it was further suggested in that proposal that such a genus or species should

be known by whatever name had been in general use for it since the beginning

of 1850. The French proposal was somewhat less precise in its scope and

was to the effect that, under a Law of Prescription which it was proposed should

be established, no generic name or trivial name which had remained overlooked

for many years should, on the grounds of priority, be substituted for a generic

name or a trivial name which had been in general use for a long time ; it was

further suggested that disputed questions should be settled by specialists.

The same general desire was expressed in the proposal placed before the Ninth

International Congress of Entomology held at Amsterdam in August, 1951,

by M. Ch. Ferriere of Geneva, who also proposed that a Law of Prescription

should be incorporated into the Ragles. Under this Swiss proposal no specific

date would be adopted as the dividing line which would separate those names

to whicli the Law of Prescription would apply from those to which it would

not. Under this proposal any name (1) which had been pul)lished for a period

of 100 years and during that period had never been used by any author other

than that by which it had been originally published, and (2) of which the

original type material was no longer extant would automatically lose its rights

under the Law of Priority. M. Ferriere contemplated also the possibility that,

where a name had not been used for a period of 100 years but the original

t^-pe material on which the nominal species so named was based had nevertheless

been preserved, the name in question should not acquire any rights under

the Law of Priority until the species in question had been adequately re-

described. As regards this latter suggestion M. Ferriere recognised that the

critical issue to be determined was the date as from which the trivial name

of a nominal species so redescribed should rank for the purposes of the Law
of Priority. If, for example, the name in question had been first published
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in (say) 1767 and it had beeu republished in the manner proposed (i.e. with
an adecjuate description and in combination with the name of the genus to

wliich the sp(>cies in question was currently believed to belong) in (sav) 1951,

shoukl that trivial name rank for the purposes of })riority as from 1767 or
as from 1951 i All that M. Ferriere felt able to suggest on this cpiestion was
that it was one which would require further discussion.

5. Questions to be weighed in determining whether it is desirable
to recognise a " Law of Prescription "

: The three proposals described in

the preceding paragraph were all of a preliminary and tentative character,

and none is sufficiently precise in all essential respects to provide a bapis on
which a clear-cut mandatory provision could be prepared for insertion in the
Rigks. Nevertheless, each of these proposals clearly envisages the inclusion

in the Regies of a provision which, in the interest of nomenclatorial stability,

would deprive of availability old names which for a hundred years or more
had been entirely overlooked, the resuscitation of which could not fail to

lead to confusion and objectionable (because, from a practical point of view,
unnecessary) name-changing. Everyone, probably, who is interested in

securing a stable nomenclature has at one time or another wished that the
Regies contained some provision of this sort. What is necessary now is therefore

to consider whether the introduction of a Law of Prescription of this kind

(1) is practicable, and (2) if practicable, would afford the best means of attaining
the end desired.

6. Question whether it would be practicable to devise a workable
" Law of Prescription "

: If we take first the question of practicabiHty,
all must, I think, agree that, subject to one essential condition, it would be
practicable to include in the Regks a provision under which a new law —the
Law of Prescription —would in certain cases overrule the Law of Priority,

thereby conferring availability upon some name published for a given taxonomic
unit, even though that name was not the oldest validly ])ublished name for

that taxonomic unit. The condition which it would be absolutely essential

to satisfy in drafting any such provision would be that the terms of that
provision were absolutely unequivocal and left no room for subjective judgment.
For example, it w^ould be essential to specify categorically the period which
it would l)e necessary to establish as the period during which the name in

question had either (1) never been used or (2) had been used only on a small

number of occasions, the number so selected being specified in the jirovision

to be inserted in the Regies. A definite provision of this kind is one which
would in all circumstances convey the .same meaning to every reader, and
in this sense could ]jroj)erly be regarded as one which it would be practicable

to include in the Regies. If however the provision were to say that the Law
of Prescri])tion applied to any name which had not l)een used for many years

(or " durant de nombreuses annees ") instead of specifying precisely the number
of years to be accepted for this purpose, that provision would be wholly

unworkable and its adoption would be open to the strongest possible objection
;

for the subjective element introduced by the expression " many " in relation

to the word " years " would introduce a serious ambiguitv ; for a period of
years which .seemed one of " many years " to one worker would Jiot seem
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so to every other worker. Accordingly, with a provisit)n so worded it would

be impossible to ensure its uniform application by all workers.

7. The weakness of any Law of Prescription arising from the negative

character of the test imposed : We have seen in the preceding

paragraph that an Article which laid do\vn in clear and precise terms the

circumstances in which a Law of Prescription should ap]ily to names would

be a practicable provision to incorporate into the Re^^les. We have next to

consider whether such an Article would be well calculated to serve the ends

for which it was designed. Here we encounter a serious difficulty arising out

of the negative character of the test imposed by a Law of Prescription. As

is well known, it is virtually impossible to establish a negative proposition

on an absolutely unbreakable foundation, for however great the care taken

to examine the various possibilities which arise in any given case, it can hardly

ever be assert-ed "v^-ith absolute confidence that without exception every

possibility has been foreseen and its results examined. Accordingly, while

it is often practicable, by dint of a great deal of work, to establish that a given

negative proposition possesses a high degree of probability, it is hardly ever

possible to carry the process one stage further and to cstabUsh that such a

proposition is unquestionably true. If, for example, there were to be established

a Law of Prescription which applied to every name which, throughout the

first 100 years following its publication, was used by no one but its original

author when publishing the name, it would be necessary to examine the whole

of the know^l literature of the century in question. Great practical difficulties

would be involved in any such effort owing to the extremely small nmnber

of centres possessing virtually complete scientific libraries, but quite apart

from this it would never be possible to reach a stage beyond a point at which

it could be affirmed that there was a very degree of probability that the name
concerned had never been used during the century in question. For it is

never possible to make sure beyond question that every book dealing with

the subject has been examined. Until recently, for example, almost every

zoologist would have been prepared to subscribe to the view that every

published work by Linnaeus Mas known and had been carefully examined

and that in consequence there was no risk at the present time of new Linnean

names being brought to light. Nevertheless, every zoologist who subscribed

to this view would have been wrong, for recently there has been discovered

a small pamphlet published in 1776 containhig the names bestowed bj- Linnaeus

on the manmials, birds, fishes and insects figured in George Edwards' Natural

History pubhshed in the period 1743-1751, many of the names concerned being

names then published for the first time, ^^'e must conclude therefore that a

provision estabUshing a Law of Prescription wliich relied upon the establishment

of the negative proposition that a given name was never used in the hterature

during some specified period would be subject to the serious disadvantage

that it would never be possible to establish such a pro])osition with absolute

certainty ; accordingly, it would never be possible to lie certam whether or

not the Law of Prescription appUed to any given name. Moreover, even to

establish that such a proposition possessed a high degree of prol)ability would

involve devoting a great amount of time and industry to the essentially barren

task of searching the old literature of any gi\on group. It appears to me
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any relaxation of effort (such as that which occurred between 1901 and 1948)

should be permitted. What is requireil is that a constant watch shoiild be

kept for difficulties which may arise in the application of the Regies ; wherever

a problem arises for which an imequivocal answer cannot be obtained from
the Regies, that problem should at once be referred to the International

Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, so that that body can formulate,

in consultation with specialists, a satisfactory solution of the particular

dithculty concerned and thereby, with the approval of the next following

Congress, provide, so far as that particular problem is concerned, a means for

clmiinating doubt not only in the particular case submitted l:)ut also in all

similar cases which may later arise. But this method of advance, extremely

\'aluable though it is, cannot achieve tliat stability for individual names which
it is the desire of the great majority of present-day zoologists to secure and
which is the only contribution asked for from zoological nomenclature by
teachers of zoology and by workers in the applied fields of biological endeavour.

In this field also important advances were made by the Paris Congress in

1948, but much still remains to be done. These parallel but quite distinct

methods of promoting stability within the general framework of the existing

Regies are considered separately below.

(a) The promotion of nomenclatorial stability through the

amplification, clarification and extension of the " Regies
"

9. Contributions towards the stabilisation of zoological nomen-
clature to be obtained from general and particular provisions in the
" Regies " respectively : The bulk of the provisions in the Regies are of a

general character but a few relate particularly to the jjrocedure to be followed

for linking particular names to particular species. Each of these classes of

pro\'ision is capable of making a contribution towards the attainment of

stability in zoological nomenclature. The nature of that contribution differs

greatly, and it will be convenient to consider these two groups of pro\'isions

separately.

(i) The contribution towards the stabilisation of zoological

nomienclature obtainable through the amplification and
clarification of the general provisions of the " Regies

"

10. Directions in which the amplification and clarification of the
general provisions in the " Regies " could contribute towards the
stabilisation of zoological nomenclature : If we look first at the general

provisions in the Regies as a whole, we are immediately struck by the total

lack of any provision for the naming of Orders and higher taxonomic categories

and the complete inadequacy of the existing provisions relating to the naining
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of families and subordinate supra-generic categories. The first of these defects

has been directly responsible for the present state of chaos in the nomenclature

of Orders and higher categories ; the second must take the blan\c for the state

of confusion and uncertainty in which the nomenclature of families antl sub-

families is at present engulfed. In quite a different field also the existing

provisions of the Regies are so unsatisfactory that instability and confusion

in nomenclature is often inevitable, for the Article (Article 19) which purports

to prescribe the circumstances in which defectively formed names (whether

generic or trivial) are to be emended is itself so badly drafted that, far from

introducing order in relation to this class of problem, tliat Article itself actively

promotes confiusion and uncertainty. These three problems arc all of great

importance, and stability and uniformity will be materially promoted when
solutions are found for them. Fortimately, however, these matters need not

detain us here, for as regards each of them the Thirteenth International

Congress of Zoology at Paris in 1948 recognised that the existing situation

was indefensible and decided that remedial action must be taken as soon as

possible. The Congress did not itself forthwith amend the Regies in regard

to these matters, for it considered that in each case the problems involved

were so complex that the first step required was a thorough investigation of

the issues involved. The Congress accordingly invited me. as Secretary to

the International Commission on 2k)ological Nomenclature, to undertake such

an investigation in regard to each of these matters in conjunction with interested

specialists and, having done so, to sul^mit a comprehensive Report on each,

with recommendations, for consideration by the next (Fourteenth) International

Congress of Zoology when it meets at Copenhagen in 1953. As regards each

of these problems I have undertaken extensive preliminary discussions with

interested specialists wnth a view to eliciting the problems upon which decisions

will be needed and in each case a stage has now been reached when a general

consultation can usefully be initiated with a view to ascertaining what is the

general wish of zoologists as to the nature of the reforms to be instituted.

Accordingly, for each of these subjects I have prepared —as part of the initial

measures by way of preparation for the Copenhagen Congress— a general

survey of the issues involved, to each of which I have added questions aiming

at obtaining advice from specialists as to the action which it is desii'al)le that

the Copenhagen Congress should take. These surveys have now been published

in the present volume (Vol. 7) of the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature as

follows : (1) the emendation of names, pp. 4-60
; (2) family names and

names of allied categories, pp. 61-94
; (3) Ordinal Names and Names of

Higher Taxonomic Categories, pp. 95-118. The attention of all workers

interested in the promotion of nomenclatorial stability is particularly drawn

to the foregoing papers, and it is very much hoped that all such workers will

respond to the request made in those papers for advice as to the action which

can most profitably be taken on the various issues there discussed. For the

purposes of the present examination of the problem of the measures which

should be taken to promote stability and uniformity in zoological nomenclature,

we may take it that, as the result of the initiative shown by the Paris Congress,

measures are already in hand which should serve to enable the Copenhagen

Congress to devise .satisfactory measures for jiromoting stability in the three

fields of nomenclature discussed above. We may, therefore, now turn to
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cousitler in wliat other dixections the iiitroductiuu of aiH])lilicatioiKs and ulari-

fication of the existiny provisions of the Regies can be caUed in aid of the

objective with which we are concerned. From the snggestions which have

been received from specialists and from the consideration which I have myself

given to this subject there are, it seems to me, at least half a dozen A\'ays in

which it would be possible to strengthen the Regies as an mstrument for the

promotion of stalnlity and uniformity in nomenclature. These are discu.s.sed

in the following paragra])hs.

11. Suggested addition of a Sub-Title or Preamble to the "Regies"
defining the purposes for which zoological nomenclature has been
established : It is a connnon practice for sets of rules devised for some

particular end not merely to l)e given some appropriately informative title

but also for that title to be followed either by some explanatory sub-title or

for the rules themselves to be prefaced by a Preamble setting out the purposes

for which the rules in question have been adopted. The Regies governing

zoological nomenclature contain neither such a sub-title nor such a Preamble.

Accordingly, there is nothing to show what are the general purposes for which

the rules of zoological nomenclature have been established. It has been

suggested that it would be helpful if this omission were to be rectified by the

addition of words, either in the form of a sub-title or (perhaps more appro-

priately) as a Preamble introducing and in a sense governing the entire Code,

making clear the purposes for which rules of zoological nomenclature have

been established, includmg in particular the purpose of providing a uniform

and stable system for the naming of animals. Such a Preamble would naturally

state that zoological nomenclature has been established by the zoologists of

the world for the twofold purpose, first, of jiroviding a system for the naming
of taxonomic units, both Recent and Fossil, belonging to the several taxonomic

categories recognised in the classification of animals, and, second, for the

purpose of ensuring that every species shall always be known by the same nanie

and that that name shall never be used for any but that species, thereby

cstabhshing and promoting imiformitv and stability in the names of animals,

rendering possible* the free interchange, between workers of every nation and of

everv language, of knowledge ac(pured in regard to animals, and. by this means,

making a positive contribution to the accpiisition and dissemination of know-

ledge in regard to zoology.

12. Suggested rewording of the plenary powers provisions for the

purpose of making it clear that the object of those powers is to

promote uniformity and stability in zoological nomenclature : In the

form in which the Commissions ])lenary powers were amended by the Paris

Congress of 1948, at the time when those powers were formally incorporated

into the body of the Regies, those powers are (juite sufficient to enable the

Commission to promote, subject to the safeguards imposed, the policy of

securing the uniformity and stability which all zoologists have at heart. It

has been suggested, however, that it is desirable that the phraseology used

in the ])lenarv powers Article of the Regies which was lifted almost intact

from the resolution ado])ted by the Monaco Congre.ss of 1913 should be revised

in order to bring it into harmonv with current ideas and current needs. The
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Plenary Powers Kesolutiuu of 1913 represented a victory Ijy those zoologists,

the great majority at that Congress, who were aghast at the changes caused

by the unqualified application of the Law of Priority agreed upon at Herlin

in 1901. over the more conservative school of zoologists who were then strongly

entrenched in the membership of the Conmiission. The majority, having

succeeded in carrying their main point— the need in certain ca.ses to curb

the full force of the Law of Priority —very wisely did not press their advantage

too rigorously : hence it is that the Plenary Powers Resolution, which was
drafted by the Connnission when it decided to bow to the general will of the

zoologists present at the Monaco Congress, bore, and the Article \\\ the Reglea

in which that Resolution has now been incorporated still bears, unmistakable

evidence of the reluctance of its authors to recognise the need for placing

any restriction upon the Law of Priority. The suggestion that has been made
is that the expression " greater confusion than uniformity "' which for the

foregoing reasons found its way into the Resolution as originally drafted in

1913 should be replaced with a more appropriate condition and one more
in harmony with current ideas. It has accordingly been suggestetl that, as

part of any general plan for the promotion of stability in nomenclature, the

plenary powers provision should be reworded by the omission of the phrase

cpioted above, there being inserted in its place a condition that the plenary

powers are for use where, in the judgment of the Commission, the use of those

powers is clearly necessary for the purpose of promoting stability and uniformity

in zoological nomenclature.

13. The removal of obscurities, and the filling-in of gaps, in the
" Regies " as a method of promoting uniformity and stability in zoo-

logical nomenclature : One of the most potent causes of instabihty

in nomenclature in the past has been the grave doubts as to the meaning to

be attached to particular provisions in the Regies (for example, the meaning

to be attached to the expression " nomenclature binaire " as used in Article

25), these doubts having inevitably led to differences of interpretation and

consequently to lack of uniformity. Another equally potent cause of mstability

and divergence of nomenclatorial practice has been the total lack of provision

in the Regies in regard to whole topics, such as the treatment to be accorded

to names bestowed upon infra-sid:)specific forms. Many of the obscurities

which formerly marred the Regies were removed by the Paris Congress in

1948 when also many gaps in the Regies were filled in. While, therefore, much
progress in this field was made by the Paris Congress, it would be unreasonable

not to expect that there still remain obscurities and omis.sions which, until

remedietl. will continue to lead to differences of interpretation and practice

and therefore to instaV)ility in zoological nomenclature. It is. therefore, of

great importance that, whenever a worker encounters a problem for which

there is either no provision or no clear provision in the Regies he should at

once bring that problem to the attention of the International Commission,

so that that body may formulate recommendations for dealing with the question

concerned, for submission to the next Congress. Within the fields concerned,

the settlement in this way of outstanding problems may be expected to make
a valuable contribution to the furtherance of uniformity and stability in

nomenclature.
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14. The need for avoiding unnecessary changes in names when any
amendment is made in the " Regies " or an addition is made thereto :

For the reasons just explained it is important at times either to clarify some
))rovision in the Regies in order to promote uniformity and consecjuently

stability by ensuring that in relation to any given problem there shall he clear

guidance as to the procedure to be followed. When such clarifications are

effected, it is important at the same time to pay regard to the fact that, prior

to the introduction of the clarification concerned, specialists will have dealt

with the problem in one way wlien dealing with one name but in other ways
when dealing with other names. If the very improvement so introduced is

not itself to give rise to undesirable name-changing in cases where hitherto

mutually inconsistent principles hail been a])plied in dealing with the jjroblem

concerned in relation to different names, it is essential that provision should

be made in the Regies for the grant of exceptions to the new provision where

its application would lead to the changing of particular names. Naturally,

any cases of this kind can always be dealt with satisfactorily under the plenary

powers, but it is im])ortant that it should be made clear that it is the purpose

of the Regies that such exceptions should be made in all cases where they

are rec[uired if unnecessary changing of names is to be avoided ; for this purpose

it is desirable that the amended Article, should contain an express provision

that any case where that Article would lead to the changing of existing

nomenclatorial practice should be submitted to the Commission for the purpose

of enabling that body to consider whether in the interests of uniformity and

stability an exception to the amended Article should be authorised in that case.

In some instances wdiere an existing provision in the Regies was clarified by
the Paris Congress a provision of this kind was inserted, but this was not

done in every case, nor was it made clear that the foregoing was a principle

of general application, having as its object the avoidance of changes in nomen-

clatorial practice whenever the meaning of a given Article in the Regies is

clarified. It \vi\\. I think, be generally agreed that the principle set forth

above applies with at least as great strength, if not with greater strength

when we are concerned not with the clarification of some provision in the

Regies liut with the actual amendment of such a provision. Here again a

supplementary provision of the kind suggested above was adopted by tlic

Paris Congress in some instances, e.g. when the Congress amended the provisioji

relating to the rights of a first reviser in determining the relative priority

to be accorded to two or more names published for the same species in the

same book (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 330), but this was not done consistently

in every case as a matter of set purpose. Jt will, however, be generally agreed

(I think) that the insertion of such a provision is desirable in every case wlierc

an existing provi.sion of the Regies is modified. Somewhat similar considerations

arise when the change made in tlie Regies is not the clarification or amendment
of some existing provision but the insertion of a ]>rovision regulating some

matter not previously dealt with. In such cases it will normally be desirable,

in the interest of stability, to lay down less rigorous standards for application

to names published, or to action taken, prior to the introduction of the new
provision than tho.se to be prescribed for application after that date. In

addition, it will commonly be desirable to make ])rovision for exceptions, in

the interests of stability, similar to those suggested above for cases where

an existing provision in the Regies is clarified or amended.
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16. Importance, in the interest of securing stability, of obtaining
supplementary decisions in relation to particular cases, consequent
upon the clarification of the " Regies " in certain instances :

proposed establishment of an " Official Index of Rejected and
Invalid Books in Zoology "

: As regards the greater part of the
provisions included in the Regies, the adoption by the Congress of decisions
clarifying the meaning of, or amending, the provisions concerned may,
as explained above, give rise to the need for the grant of exceptions in

certain cases, but will not of themselves call for supplementary decisions
of a more general character. The position is different however when
we come to consider the position which arises when some portion of the
provisions relating to the Law of Priority are affected ; for here, at least
in some instances, it may lie necessary, when an amendment is adopted by
the Congress (even in the clearest possible terms) for additional decisions to
be obtamed from the Commission as to the application of that decision in
particular cases, if the object for which that amendment was made, namely
the promotion of imiformity and stability, is to be attained. A good example
of this class of case is provided by the decision of the Paris Congress that the
expression " nomenclature binaire "

till then used in Article 25 had the same
meaning as the expression " nomenclature binominale "

(1950, Bull. zool.

Nomencl. 4 : 65) ; this decision was perfectly explicit but nevertheless it is

necessary in the case of many books publi.shed in the xviiith century to
obtain an express decision from the Commission on the question whether or
not the author in that book consistently applied the principles of binominal
nomenclature, as required by Article 25. as amended by the Paris Congress.
The number of books in respect of the status of which there is sufficient doubt
to make it necessary to obtain a supplementary decision of this kind is

considerable. The extent to which names published in these books have been
employed varies greatly, ranging from cases where the majority of the new
names concerned have been used, although the book in question was clearlv

not written by an author who accepted the principlee of binominal nomen-
clature to cases where, although the book possesses very strong claims to be
regarded as a binominal work, all or most of the new names in it have been
rejected by the majority of authors. It cannot be questioned that at least

in .some groups the present indeterminate status of books of this class represents
one of the niost .serious remaining threats to stability in the nomenclature of
the groups concerned. It is extremely important therefore in the interests

of stability that the status of books of this class should be determined with
as little delay as possible, now that the Congress has reached a decision on
the imderlying question of principle involved ; in each case two que.stions

will call for decision : first, whether in the book concerned the author concerned
applied the principles of binominal nomenclature, second, irrespective of the
answer given to the foregoing question, whether the rejection or, alternatively,

the acceptance of the book for nomenclatorial purposes would be calculated

to promote or to disturb uniformity and stability in nomenclatorial usage.

According to the answers given to the .second of these questions, it may be
found desirable in some cases to use the plenary powers either to validate
or to suppre.ss the book concerned or some of the names first published in it.

Although, as will be appreciated, the settlement of the status of names as

published in books of the clas.s discussed above will make an important con-
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cributiou towards obtaining unifornuty and stability iu nomenclature, it is

not a matter which can be directly furthered by the insertion of any additional

pro\'ision in the Regies. The machinery is available through the powers

conferred on the International Commission by the Congress, and it is therefore

for specialists to make use of that machinery. The Paris Congress recognised

the importance of placing on record in the most formal and authoritative way
all decisions taken by the International Commission on individual cases, both

when those decisions were taken under its plenary powers (1950, Bull. zool.

Nomend. 4 : 65, 332) or under its judicial and interpretative functions (1950.

ibid. 4 : 261, 333). It accordingly decided that all such decisions should be

recorded in special Schedules annexed to the Regies and should thus Ijecome an

integral part of the international system of zoological nomenclature. The only

disadvantage of this arrangement, so far as concerns the availability of in-

dividual books, is that under it the titles of books which were suppressed by the

Conmiission under its plenary powers would be recorded in one Schedule, while

the titles of works which were found to be invalid by the Commission acting

in its judicial capacity would be recorded in a different Schedule. It would

clearlv be more convenient to zoologists if the titles of all rejected works were

to be recorded together. I believe therefore that the following suggestion

made by Dr. Ernst Mayr {American Museum of Natural History, New York)

(in litt., 31st October, 1951) will be warmly welcomed :
" It occurs to me that

it would be most useful to zoologists if the Commission would initiate a list

of rejected publications, that is, publications, the names in which are not

available for nomenclatorial purposes." The adoption of the course suggested

by Dr. Mayr would. I consider, represent a definite improvement on the

procedure agreed upon in this matter by the Paris Congress. I accordingly

suggest : (1) the decisions cited above taken by the Paris Congress in relation

to the recording of decisions by the Commission, under which a given book is

either suppressed under the plenary powers or declared by the Commission to

be unavailable under the Regies should be revoked and (2) that, in place of the

provisions so revoked, the following new provisions should be enacted : (a)

an Article to be added to the Regies establishing an "' Official Index of Rejected

and Invalid Books in Zoology "
;

(b) words to be added to the Article defining

the powers and responsibilities of the International Commission making it the

duty of that body to inscribe on the foregoing Offieial Index the title of every

book or paper relating to zoology which it may either (i) suppress for

nomenclatorial purposes under its plenary powers or (ii) declare in its judicial

capacity to he objectively unavailal)le under the Regies, together witli

particulars of the name of the author of the l)ook or paper concerned, and

the date on which it was published ; (c) an additional Schedule to l)e annexed

to the Regies for the reception of the proposed " Official Index."

16. Need for the elimination, in the interests of uniformity and
stability, of generic names of indeterminate application : As every

systematist is aware, one of the most serious threats to uniformity and stability

in nomenclature is the danger to be apprehended from names of indetermmate

application, for, imtil. liy means of the processes prescribed by the Regies a

precise content is given to the concept (whether at the genus level or at the

species level) represented by a given name, that name must be regarded as a
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potential daiif^'cr to the nomenclature of the group concerned. The problems
here involved in the case of generic names are somewhat different from those

in regard to specific trivial names, and they are on the whole less serious in

the sense that in every case it is possible under the Regies to ascertain precisely

how a generic name should be applied, while this is not so in the case of specific

trivial names. We may therefore conveniently consider first the present

problem as it arises in connection with generic names. In every group which
has not been subjected to a thorough nomenclatorial revision in the light

of the provisions in the Regies there exist nomenclatorially available generic

names—in many cases of great age and therefore of high priority —for which
no ty|)e species has been determined. The provisions (Article 30) in the Regies

to which recourse has to be liad for determining the type species of any given

nominal genus are such tliat in the great majority of cases it has always been
possible to obtain an absolutely conclusive answer in this matter, while the

Paris Congress ])rovided clarifications on the three aspects of those provisions

on which previously there had been serious doubt (namely, (a) the nominal
species to be treated as originally included species in cases where, in addition

to placing certain nominal species in the genus in question, the original author
cited also the name of one or more other previously established nominal species

as synonyms of the species which he referred to the genus
; (b) the nominal

species to be treated as eligible for selection as the type species of a nominal
genus originally established without any nominal species being expressly cited

;

(c) the species to be accepted as the type species of a nominal genus in cases

where such a genus was established on the V)asis of an erroneously determined
type species). It is therefore now possible to determine with a high degree

of precision what nominal species is the type species of any given nominal genus.

Accordingly, there is now no reason why the content of any nominal genus
should be allowed to remain indeterminate. It is highly important in the

interests of nomenclatorial stability that in every group the identity of every
nominal genus should be determined in the foregoing manner and in consequence
the status of every generic name definitely settled. Experience acquired in

connection with groups in which this process has been carried through shows
that the determination of the type species of the nominal genera concerned
will reveal a certain number of cases where some long-ignored name of high

priority should, under the Regies, replace some well-known name in common
use or worse still where the Regies require that some well-known nominal genus
should take, as its type species, a species not regarded as congeneric with the

species commonly accepted as the type species of that genus, it being necessary

in consequence that that generic name should in future be used in a sense

entirely different from that in which it is commonly applied. The situation

which arises in such circumstances is often serious from the point of view of

stability in generic nomenclature, but the problem is not one which calls for

any addition to the Ragles, for one of the main purposes for which plenary

powers were granted to the Commission by the Congress was to enable it to

nullify threatvS to stability arising in this way, and the powers so granted are

quite sufficient to enable the Conmiission to discharge its duties in this behalf.

There is however one situation in connection with generic nomenclature which
calls for special consideration. This is where the nominal species correctly

determined under Article 30 of the Regies as the type species of a nominal genus
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is uurecognisable, that is, where it is impossible to identify, or to identify T^-ith

certainty, the taxonomic species represented by that nominal species. In such

a case the stabilisation of a generic name is not enhanced for practical purposes

by the nominal genus so named having had its type species determined. For

either (1) some specialists claim to recognise the nominal species and con-

sequently use the generic name in question^ while others do not, or (2) the

generic name in question remains as a nomen dubium and thus constitutes a

potential threat to the generic nomenclature of the group concerned, it always

being open to later authors to claim to recognise the nominal species concerned

and thus to lift the generic name in question out of its obscurity as a 7iome)i

diibinm and to bring it into use in place of the name—possibly a very

well-knowTi name—currently used for the genus in question. There is also a

third situation (3), where (as in the preceding cases) the type species of a

well-known nominal genus is unrecognisable —and' that nominal genus is in

consequence indetemiinate —but where in view of the importance of

the generic name in question specialists have deliberately ignored the fact

that the nominal genus in question was indeterminate and have continued

to use the generic name in question on the tacit —but nomenclatorially quite

imjustifiable —assumption that, w^hatever might be the taxonomic species

on which the original author founded the nominal species which is the type

species of the genus, that taxonomic species must have been congeneric

with the species conunonly treated today as belonging to that genus. An

example of this class of case is provided by the nominal genus Lumbricus

Linnaeus, 1758. where, although the nominal species {Lumbricus terrestris

Linnaeus, 1758), which is the t}T)e species of that genus, is unrecognisable,

the generic name Lwmhims has been retained in use on the assumption

that, whatever may have been the species to Avhich Linnaeus gave the trivial

name terrestris, that species must have been one of the species currently

referred to the genus Lumbricus. As long as this class of case is allowed

to continue, the generic names concerned are clearly in a highly unstable

and unsatisfactory condition. Every such case—when concerned with an

important name—should certainly l)e settled in whatever way the specialists

concerned mav consider to be the most appropriate way ; no addition to the

Regies is however required for this purpose, for a definite decision could be

obtained from the Commission under its existing powers—though perhaps in

some of these cases a more satisfactory solution might be obtained by the

establishment of a neotype. if neotypes were to be granted official recognition

(see paragraph 21 below). If no special action is called for in the case of generic

names lielonging to what I have called Class (3), it is quite otherwise when we

turn back to consider the position of generic names belonging to Classes (1)

and (2). Names belonging to Class (1) (names of genera, the type species of

which are regarded by some specialists as recognisable but by others as im-

recognisable) raise a question w^iich is essentially indistinguishable from that

raised at the species-name level by trivial names which are regardefl as

recognisable by some, but not all, authors ; we may therefore leave this class

of generic naine for consideration in paragraph 18 below, where a suggestion

is submitted for eliminating the instability and confusion w^hich arises— and,

failing the incorporation of appropriate provisions in the Regies are boimd to

continue indefinitely— when there is disagreement among specialists as to
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whether the taxonomic species represented by a given nominal species is or

is not recognisable. The position as regards generic names belonging to Class

(2) (names of nominal genera having, as their respective type species, nominal

species which specialists are agreed are unrecognisable) is entirely different.

There is nothing whatever to be said in favour of the retention of availability

by such generic names ; their elimination cannot possibly cause the slightest

inconvenience or disturbance, while their retention merely perpetuates a

threat to nomenclature without serving any useful purpose whatever. It is

accordingly suggested that there should be included in the Regies a provision

requiring the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, on the

application of specialists, to place on the Index of Rejected and hivalid Generic

Names in Zoology, as a name rejected for the purposes of the Law of Priority

but not for those of the Law of Homonymy, the generic name of any nominal

genus, in respect of which, after the expiry of a period of six months (a) from

the publication of the application in question in the Bulletin of Zoological

Nomenclature, and (b) from the giving of pubhc notice of the receipt of that

appUcation in like manner as though it were one involving the possible use of

the plenary powers, the Commission is satisfied that, from the standpoint of

the general body of workers in the group concerned, the generic name in question

is a nomen dubium.

17. Need for the elimination, in the interests of uniformity and
stability, of " nomina dubia " at the species-name level : Wehave seen

that, except in one case —̂which we have reserved for later consideration —the

Rigles in their existing form are, subject to the addition suggested at the end

of the preceding paragraph, adequate both to determine the identity of nominal

genera by the determination of their type species and also to ensure that the

process of such determination shall not give rise to confusing and objectionable

changes in the use of generic names. When, however, we turn to consider the

parallel problem presented by nomina dubia at the species-name level, we find

a very different situation. Prior to the Paris Congress of 1948, the provisions

in the Regies in relation to this problem were so incomplete and unsatisfactory

that the number of cases where it was impossible definitely to identify the

taxonomic species represented by the nominal species bearing a given trivial

name was very large. The position was however greatly improved by the

action of the Paris Congress (a) in giving express recognition to the concepts

represented by holotypes, syntypes and lectotypes, and (b) in thoroughly

revising Article 31 . In consequence it is now often as readily possible objectively

to identify the taxonomic species represented by a nominal species previously

regarded as imidentifiable (the trivial name of which had therefore previously

been regarded as nomen dubium) as it is to provide an objectively determinate

application for a nominal genus, for which till then no type species had been

ascertained (and of which therefore the name had up till then been regarded

as nomen dubium). In many cases however (e.g. where the original type

material has disappeared) it is impossible to provide a nominal species with an

unchallengeable (because objective) identification, and in consequence the

trivial name of that nominal species remains a nomen dubium. The names
which fall into this class may be of two kinds : (1) names of nominal species

which some specialists claim to be able to identify, but others are unable to
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do so, (2) names of nominal species which no speciahsts claim to be able to

recognise. Special consideration was given by the Commission and the Congress

in Paris in 1948 to names falling in the first of these groups, it being considered

necessary to make specific provision for dealing with this subject, in view of

the strong objection (on the groimds both of uniformity and stabiUty) to the

use for a given species of different trivial names by different specialists, one of

which was regarded by some of the specialists as a no7nen dubium. In order to

deal with this particular problem, the Paris Congress agreed to insert in the

Rigles a provision prescribing that in such a case the question at issue is to be
referred to the Commission for decision (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 76).

18. Suggested addition to the " Regies " of a provision for the sup-
pression of specific " nomina dubia " in cases where specialists have
been unable to provide a definite identification of the taxonomic
species so named : In every group, as we all know from experience, there are

nominal species so inadequately described that identification of the species

concerned is considered by specialists to be impossible without reference to

the original type material and of which the type material has disappeared or at

least its present whereabouts is unknown. The specific trivial names of such

nominal species represent nomina dubia of a peculiarly useless and objection-

able kind : such names are useless because they do no more than clutter up
catalogues with names which cannot be applied to any known species, and
dangerous because it is always possible that by intensive bibUographical or

similar study some zoologist, who is also an eminent authority on the history

of zoology, may be able —at the cost of great labour —to bring forward un-

questionable evidence in favour of the identification of nominal species for

over a century regarded on all hands as unidentifiable, with the result that

trivial names which have long slumbered in obscurity as worthless nomina
dubia suddenly acquire the right under the Law of Priority to supercede the

tri\'ial names by which the species concerned are universally known. That this

is no hypothetical risk is shown by the painful experience suffered only last

year by ornithological nomenclature when, as the result of scholarly investiga-

tions of great ingenuity. Dr. Erwin Stresemann established beyond question

the identity of the taxonomic species represented by a considerable nimiber of

nominal species published by Gmelin in 1789, the names of which by common
accord among ornithologists had been treated as nomina dubia for no less than

161 years (1950, Auk 67 : 66-88). Dr. Stresemann expressed regret that under

the Regies it was necessary to accept what he caUed his " excavated antiques
"

as the names of the species concerned, which had for so long been known by
other names. At the same time Dr. Stresemann stated that in his view some
at least of the changes involved " would be utterly confusing " and therefore

that it was desirable that the Gmelin names concerned should be examined
individually ; he added :

" Quick action seems iirgent." Proposals for dealing

with this particular case have since been submitted to the International Com-
mission by the Standing Committee on Ornithological Nomenclature established

by the International Ornithological Congress held at Uppsala in July, 1950.

This incident is however extremely relevant to the problem with which we
are here concerned, for it illustrates in a most vivid fashion the dangerous

threat to nomenclatorial stability represented by this class of specific nomina
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dubia. Moreover, it was precisely for the purpose of rendering impossible the

resuscitation of ancient names of imrecognised nominal species of this kind
and the consequent discarding of well-known names continuously used for

the species concerned for many decades or even (as in the example quoted)
in some cases for over a century and a half that the introduction of a Law of

Prescription limiting the apphcation of the Law of Priority was proposed and
strongly urged by Scandinavian and French zoologists at the International

Congress of Zoology in Paris three years ago ; it was with a similar object

that at Amsterdam in 1951 the same proposal was urged upon the International

Congress of Entomology by the eminent Swiss entomologist M. Ch. Ferriere.

The protection of nomenclatorial practice from danger from this class of name
represents without doubt the main object not only of all those zoologists who
advocate the recognition in the Rigles of some form of Law of Prescription,

but also of those who, without putting forward any particular scheme, have
made it clear that they consider it essential that effective means should be
found for putting an end to this, as they consider, abuse of the principle repre-

sented by the Law of Priority. Those who hold these views, are in no sense

enemies of the Law of Priority, the essential role of which in zoological nomen-
clature they fully recognise ; they do however urge that in the interests of

the prestige of the Law of Priority itself, no less than in the interests of nomen-
clatorial stability, means must be found to render impossible any further

changing of names through the introduction of names long rejected as nomina
dubia. In the earUer part of the present chapter I have drawn attention to

certain weaknesses necessarily inherent in any proposal for the establishment

of a Law of Prescription and I have suggested that an effort should be made to

attain the same ends by means which are not open to these disadvantages.

In the subsequent analysis of the problem, I have suggested for consideration

varioiis measures which, if adopted, would, I beUeve, contribute to the desired

end. These measures, valuable as (I beUeve) they would be, would fall short

of securing the degree of stabihty in nomenclature which it is the general wish
of zoologists to secure, unless they were supplemented by effective measures
(a) for protecting current nomenclatorial usage from attack at the species-

name level from trivial names currently treated by specialists as being the

trivial names of taxonomically unrecognisable nominal species, and (b) for

putting an end to the confusion which arises when the majority of interested

speciahsts so regard a given trivial name but one or a few such specialists claim

to be able to recognise the species in question and accordingly cause confusion

and unnecessary name-changing by discarding the trivial name currently

apphed to the species in question in favour of the trivial name of the nominal
species, the name of which had previously been regarded as a nomen dubium.
A particularly important group of trivial names falling in the latter group are

the trivial names of nominal species which are the type species of nominal
genera, for in every such case there is a twofold state of imcertainty and con-

fusion, first, at the species-name level, second, at the genus-name level. For
the purpose of eliminating the doubt, imcertainty and confusion which at

present arises at the species-name from the foregoing causes, a solution is

here suggested parallel to that submitted in paragraph 16 above in relation

to the corresponding problem at the genus-name level. This proposal is that

there should be included in the Rigles a provision requiring the International
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Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, on the application of specialists,

either (1) to place on the Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Specific Trivial

Names in Zoology as a name rejected for the purposes of the Law of Priority

but not for those of the Law of Homonymy, the trivial name of any nominal
species, in respect of which, after the expiry of a period of six months (a) from
the publication of the application in the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature,

and (b) from the giving of public notice of the receipt of that application in

like manner as though it were one involving the possible use of the plenary
powers, the Commission is satisfied that, from the standpoint of the general

body of workers in the group concerned, the specific name comprising the

trivial name in question is a nomen dubium, or (2) if the Commission is not so

satisfied, to give a ruling, under the procedure agreed upon by the Paris Congress
when confirming the recommendation submitted by the Commission in relation

to Article 31 in Conclusion ll(2)(g)(3) at the Fourth Meeting held during its

Paris Session (see 1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 76), as to the species to which
the trivial name in question is to be treated as applying.

(ii) The contribution towards the stabilisation of zoological

nomenclature obtainable through the extension of the particular

provisions in the " Regies " relating to the identification of

nominal species with the taxonomic species represented thereby

19. Action taken by the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology,
Paris, 1948, to promiote stability of nomenclature at the species-

name level : Up to the meeting of the Thirteenth International

Congress of Zoology in Paris in 1948, by far the weakest part of the Rigles

was that concerned with the procedure to be followed in identifying a nominal
species with the taxonomic species represented thereby. For the Regies con-

tained only the most scanty and inadequate provision (Article 31) in relation

to this subject (there referred to as the " subdivision of a species ") and no
mandatory provisions of any kind in relation to the status of the type specimens

of species (the only reference to the concept of a type specimen appearing in

the form of a recommendation in Section " A " of the Appendice to the Rigles).

A very important step in the direction of stabilising nomenclature was taken

when the Paris Congress remedied the defects noted above, (a) by recognising

and defining the concepts " holotype," syntype " and " lectotype " (1950,

Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 185-186), and (b) by the decision to substitute for the

existing Article 31 a new Article setting out in detail the procedure to be

followed in determining the specimen to be taken as being the lectot)^e (or

the figure, etc. to be taken to represent the lectotype) in the case of a nominal

species based upon two or more specimens, and, where no lectotype for such a

species had previously been designated or indicated, the procedure to be

followed in selecting one (1950, ibid. 4 : 74-76).

20. Directions in which further advances could be made in providing
for the stabilising of the trivial names of species : The reforms instituted

by the Paris Congress make it possible in a very large number of cases to

identify the taxonomic species represented by a given nominal species with

absolute certainty, for those reforms provide a means for establishing a single

specimen (either the holotype or, where no holotype ever existed, the lectotype)
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as the exclusive standard of reference for this purpose. Further, whenever the

original description contained a precise indication of the locality in which the

type material was obtained, the reforms instituted by the Paris Congress make
it possible to determine with precision, in the case of a polytypic species,

which of the various subspecies is to be treated as being the norainotypical

subspecies. It would be difficult to overrate the practical importance of the

decisions taken by the Paris Congress in this matter, for they cut right through

the maze of uncertainties and doubts which previously often made it impossible

to determine how a given trivial name should be applied and therefore impossible

to secure a uniform and stable use for that name. Nevertheless, these decisions

fall far short of covering the whole field. First, they provide no means for

identifying the taxonomic species represented by a given nominal species in

cases where there is no surviving type material or where such material as has

survived is in such bad condition as to be useless as the basis for further com-

parative study of the morphology of the species concerned. If the suggestion

submitted in paragraph 18 above is approved, the danger at present to be

apprehended from specific nomina dubia of this class will be eliminated in all

those cases where the trivial names in question are either not at present used

at all or are used by only a few speciaUsts ; we should still be left however with

the very important and numerous cases where there is a genuine doubt as to

the way in which a given name should be employed but where nevertheless

the name in question is in fact in general use. Second, the Paris reforms do

not themselves make any direct contribution to the identification of the sub-

species of a polytypic species to be accepted as the nominotypical subspecies,

in cases where the locality cited in the original description is either too vague

to be of service from this point of view or (as often happens with the older

described species) is manifestly incorrect or where no locality at all is cited in

the original description. Thus for a large group of polytypic species, including

most of those, the names of which were published in the xviiith century,

the great majority of which are therefore extremely common and well-known

species, nonienclatorial stability at the subspecies-name level is unattainable

until remedial action is taken by the Congress. Third, the Paris decisions do

not provide any means for the stabilisation of the names of fossil species, where

the original description contains inadequate or incorrect information regarding

the geological age of the formation in which the type material was obtained

and the horizon in which it was situated. These are serious defects, each of

which calls for attention in any comprehensive scheme for the promotion of

stability in zoological nomenclature, for, until suitable remedies are provided

in the Regies, uncertainty as to the proper use of, and therefore instability in

the appUcation of, large numbers of names—many of them of the highest

importance —will inevitably continue at the species-name level. Each of

these problems is accordingly considered below.

21. Proposed recognition of the " neotype " concept as a means for

promoting stability in specific nomenclature : At their meetings held in

Paris in 1948 both the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature

and the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology had under consideration

the question whether provision should be made in the Regies for the recogmtion

of neotypes. As is well known, the insuperable difficulty encoimtered in
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securing firm identification for species for whicli no type material has been

preserved or for which the surviving type material is in such bad condition

(as is commonly the case with fossil species) as to render definite identification

impossible has led many specialists in recent years to erect so-called " neotypes
"

as the standard unit for reference purposes for the species concerned. These

privately established " neotypes " possess no standing in nomenclature and
are therefore incapable of contributing to stability in nomenclature in any
way. It was these reasons that prompted the submission to the International

Commission of the proposal considered in Paris that means should be foimd for

the recognition in the Regies of the neotype concept. The Conmaission was
sympathetic to this proposal but felt that it was one which required further

investigation with interested speciaUsts before decisions could appropriately

be taken, particularly as regards such matters as the safeguards to be adopted

to prevent the abuse of the neotype system, if recognised, and the procedure

to be devised for ensuring that neotypes should be adequately described, and
located in a suitable institution where they would be properly looked after and
made available to specialists for comparative study. This view -was shared by
the International Congress of Zoology which accordingly invited me, as Secretary

to the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature to undertake an

investigation of the problems involved in conjunction with interested specialists,

with a view to the submission of a comprehensive Report, with recommendations

for consideration by the Fourteenth International Congress of Zoology when
it meets in Copenhagen in 195-3. In compliance with the foregoing instructions

I have prepared a detailed survey of the problems on which decisions will,

in my view, be needed, before workable provisions in regard to neotypes could

be introduced into the Ragles, the purpose of this survey being to elicit the

views of interested specialists on the problems involved. The survey so pre-

pared has been pubUshed as the sixth of the seven such surveys which I was
asked by the Paris Congress to undertake. It appears on pp. 131-147 of the

present volmne of the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature, to which readers

are therefore referred. It is sufficient here to note that, if (as I believe will be

foimd to be the case) it proves possible to devise a workable system for the

recognition of neotjrpes, the development so achieved will provide an important

contribution to the stabilisation of the names of species which, through the lack

or inadequacy of the original type material, could otherwise never be identified

with certainty.

22. Instability in nomenclature at the species-name level arising

out of the lack of provisions in the " Regies " for determining the locality

to be accepted as the type locality of a given nominal species :

Every taxonomist whose studies have led him to consider the position of the

older nominal species, particularly those described by Linnaeus in the 10th and

12th editions of the Sgstetna Naturae has frequently been brought to a standstill

by the impossibility of determining the locaUty to be accepted as the type

locality for the nominot}'pical subspecies of polytypic species. If we take for

example the butterflies, the group of which I possess detailed first-hand know-

ledge, we find that a most serious state of confusion has arisen through lack

of provisions in the Regies for dealing mth this subject. If we take the butter-

flies described by Linnaeus, we find that in very few cases only is a reasonably
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definite type locality provided ; we find also that a large majority of the species

concerned are polytypic, many, indeed, having large numbers of highly

differentiated subspecies distributed —in the case of the Palaearctic species

—

over the greater part of Europe and temperate Asia, as well as (in many cases)

the portion of Africa north of the Sahara. In highly constant species not

differentiated into distinct subspecies the locality in which the type specimen

was originally obtained is a matter of interest to the taxonomist but possesses

no nomenclatorial significance. It is far otherwise with polytypic species, for

in their case a knowledge of the precise locality in which the type material was
obtained may represent an essential factor in the determination of the sub-

species to be accepted as the nominotypical subspecies of the species in question.

The older the nominal species concerned, the more likely is this to be the case,

for a high percentage of the xvnith century and early xixth century original

descriptions of species are quite insufficient to permit of identification at the

subspecies level. In such cases the lack of any rules in the Rigles relating

to the determination of the localities to be accepted as type localities is respons-

ible for a serious element of coiifusion —and, what is more, an element of

confusion which, in the present state of the Regies, is absolutely irremediable.

To continue as our example the Linnean Palaearctic butterflies, it can be

affirmed without hesitation and without the slightest fear of contradiction that

the lack of provision in the Regies for the determination of type localities

represents the major element of confusion and uncertainty remaining in the

nomenclature of this group of species. Almost all the species in question are

polytypic and in practically none of them is the direct evidence given by
Linnaeus sufficient to provide a definite locality for the nominotypical sub-

species. In these cases therefore the lack of provisions in the Regies in relation

to t}^e localities has led to the ridiculous situation that, for the species con-

cerned, several, and, in many cases, numerous subspecies have been
distinguished and named but no one knows—and there is no means of ascertain-

ing —which of these subspecies is the nominotypical subspecies and which
therefore of the commonly accepted subspecific trivial names is no more than

an invalid (subjective) synonym of the trivial name of the species itself and its

nominotypical subspecies. It is quite certain that until this deplorable situation

has been remedied, no stability can be obtained for the names of some of the

commonest Palaearctic species in this group. I have taken the butterflies as

an example because I happen to know about them, but in this respect this

group does not differ in any essential from other groups. The problem with

which we are concerned is therefore a general one and will need to be dealt

with as such.

23. Suggested provisions for putting an end to instability in the

names of subspecies due to inadequate information regarding type

localities : From the nomenclatorial point of view the instability in nomen-
clature arising from the lack of adequate information regarding the type

locality of a given species is essentially similar to that which arises in the case

of nominal species, when there is uncertainty as to which of the originally

included syntypes is to be regarded as the lectotype of the species concerned.

The latter problem is dealt with in the Regies in Article 31, which, as amended
by the Paris Congress (1950, Bull. zool. Nmnencl. 4 : 74-76), now contains a set
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of rules parallel to those given in Article 30 for the purpose of removing doubts

as to the use of generic names by the determination of the species to be accepted

as the type species of the genera concerned. In these circumstances, it is

suggested that a similar procedure should be adopted for the piirpose of getting

rid of nomenclatorial instability arising from doubt as to the locality to be

adopted as the type locality of the nominotypical subspecies of a given poly-

typic species. If this general procedure is approved, the problem with which

we are concerned becomes relatively simple, for all that we have to do is to

examine the rules set but in Article 31 (as amended), which, as explained, are

essentially the similar to the long-established rules in Article 30 and to consider

which of those rules should be included in an appropriately modified form in

the Article to be inserted in. the Regies in regard to type localities. The following

analysis of these rules has been prepared for the consideration of specialists.

As in the case of the existing rules in the two Articles referred to above, the

rules for the determination of the type locality of a given nominal species should

be applied successively, and in the following analysis it has been assumed that

there will be a provision to this effect :

—

(1) Rule (a) ; The first ride should clearly be that, where an author

himself designates a t}'pe locality, that locality is to be accepted as

such (type locality by original designation).

(2) Rule (6) {indication of a type by the use of tJie tcords '' typicus " or
" typu,s ") ; In the form in which this rule appears in the existing

Articles 30 and 31 this rule would not be appropriate in the case of

t}^e localities. By analogy it would however be suitable at this

point to insert a riUe prescribing that, where the label attached to a

holotype or, as the case may be, the lectotype of a species gives a

more precise indication of the type locality of a species than that

given in the original description of the species, the more detailed type

locaUty so given is to be accepted as the type locality of the species

concerned, when a subsequent author publishes particulars of the

more detailed type locality given on the label (type locality by
original indication).

(3) Rule (c) {type by monotypy) ; This rule would not be needed in a

set of rules relating to type localities, for, where a nominal species

is based upon a single specimen, the type locaUty of that species will

already have been determined either imder Rule (a) or imder Rule (b).

(4) Ride {d) {type by tautonymy) ; The trivial names of species and sub-

species frequently consist of neo-Latin words in adjectival form

based upon the name of the locality in which the species was first

obtained (e.g. zermattensis, adriaticus (in the case of marine animals),

aUaianus). I have no doubt that there are cases also where a trivial

name consists of the precise name of the locality in which the species

was first obtained, where that place name has the appearance of a

Latin word, although I cannot at the moment recall such an instance.

It is suggested that there should be a rule imder which the locality

indicated in the tri\4al name of a species or subspecies shall be accepted

as the type locality of that species or subspecies in cases where the
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type locaUty has not been determined under any of the preceding
rules (type locahty by absolute or virtual tautonymy).

(5) RuU {e) {exclusion of certain eh^mnls from consideration) : This rule
as It appears in Article 30, is misplaced, for it contains nothing but
certain quahfications as to the manner in which a type species canbe selected for a genus by a subsequent author, and it should there-
fore form part of Rule (g), the rule dealing with subsequent selection
±or similar reasons a rule on the lines of Rule (e) clearly should not
be inserted at this point in the rules to be laid down for determining
the type locahty of a species. Turning to the three sub-rules included
in Rule (e) mArticle 30, the first is entirely unnecessary if the Rule

d'rnfflTf ^*J\«"bfq;;«^J
selection of a type locaUty is properly

drafted, for that Rule should be so worded as to make it clear that no
locahty can be vahdly selected as the type locality of a species, if
It was not included among, or comprised within one of, the locaHties
cited at the time when the species in question was originally described
The second sub-rule m Article 30 deals with a question which does
not arise m connection with the determination of a type locahty.
The third sub-rule (which excludes from eligibility for selection as
the type species of a genus a species only doubtfully referred to that
genus by the ongmal author of the name of that genus) could
appropriately be mserted in a modified form in the provisions relating
to type localities as a provision that a locaUty only doubtfully citedby the ongmal author of a species should not be eligible for selection
as the type locahty of that species. It would be more appropriate
however that this provision should not be included hi the series of
rules which we are now considermg but should find its place in a
general provision (corresponding to the provision agreed upon bv the

TQ^'o"
Congress for mclusion in the revised text of Article 30l-see

1950 Bull, zool Nomencl. 4 : 179-180) which would prescribe tnat
the locahties to be regarded as having been originally cited for a
given noimnal species shall be (i) the locality or localities cited in the
original description of that species (including any more detailed
locahty ascertamable from the label attached to the holotype or
where no holotype was designated, the syntype later selected to be
the lectotype) or any restricted locality comprised within one of
the locahties aforesaid, and (ii) the locahty or locahties cited in any
previously pubhshed descriptions cited by the original author as
appljong to the species in question, but shall not include any locahty
only doubtfully cited by the original author.

(6) Rule if) {defermimUion of the type species of a genus on the publication
of a substitute generic mzme) : This Rule contains nothmg which could
appropriately be adapted for inclusion in the rules for the determina-
tion ot the type locahty of a species. It would be desirable however
that at some appropriate point in the new Article there should be
mserted a provision makmgit clear that, when the name of a species
IS found to be invahd and a new name is pubhshed for it, the new
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nominal species so established shall have the same type locality as

the nominal species for which it has been established as a substitute.

(7) Rule (g) {type by subsequent selection) : In the great majority of the

older named species, no type locality was designated and a list of

localities —often a long list —was cited. In such cases a precise type

locaUty may be obtainable under the suggested Rule (b) above and
in a few cases also imder the later Rules suggested. In most cases

however it will be necessary to rely upon the method of subsequent

selection in order to determine the type locaUty of a species belonging

to the group concerned. It is proposed, therefore, that there should

be a Rule that, where the type locahty of a species has not been

designated or indicated imder any of the preceding Rules, the type

locality of that species shall be whichever of the originally included

locaUties is first definitely selected as such at a later date either by
the original author or by any other author. The rule should (on the

analogy of Article 30 and of Article 31 (as amended by the Paris

Congress) contain a proNdsion that the expression " select a type

locality " is to be rigidly construed and to exclude the mere mention

on a later occasion of a locaUty as one in which the species occurs,

it being necessary, for the purpose of the present Rule, that the author

concerned should make it clear either that he is himself selecting the

locaUty in question to be the type locaUty or (on the analogy of the

addition made by the Paris Congress to Rule (g) in Article 30—see

1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 181-182) that he considers that that

locaUty had already been determined as the type locaUty of the

species concerned.

24. A series of rules of the kind suggested above would provide a simple

and logical means for determining the type locaUty of any given nominal species

on Unes paraUel to those already adopted in the Regies (Articles 30 and 31)

for other purposes ; in this sense therefore the rules suggested will appear

famiUar to workers and their operation should be faciUtated thereby. There

is however one situation which arises in connection with the determination

for nomenclatorial purposes, of the type locality of a species which does not

arise in connection either with the determination of the type specimen of a

species or with that of the type species of a genus, for which it wiU be necessary

to make provision in the proposed rules. The situation is that which arises

when, after a very wide originaUy cited locality, such as " Habitat in Europae
sylvis " (the locaUty given by Linnaeus, 1758 ( : 471) for Papilio hyperantus)

has been defined, under the suggested Rule discussed in paragraph 23(7) above,

as meaning for nomenclatorial purposes " Sweden " (Lirmaeus in 1758 having

given a reference to the entry relating to this species in the first edition of his

Fauna svecica), it is later foimd that more than one subspecies of the species

in question occurs in Sweden and therefore that the restricted locaUty " Sweden"
is not sufficiently precise to make it possible definitely to determine which of

the Swedish subspecies concerned should be regarded as the nominotypical

subspecies. The practice generaUy followed in such cases —a practice which

however has no legal basis, there being at present no rules dealing with this

J
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given in works by earlier authors to which bibUographical references are given,

the latter are to be excluded from account, or (2) that, while there should be no
mandatory provision on this subject, there should be inserted in the Regies

a Recmnmandation recommending authors, when selecting a type locality,

to give preference to any locaUties given in earUer works by the author of the

specific name in question when bibliographical references to such earlier works
were cited in the original description of the species in question.

26. The next question which it is necessary to consider is the procedure

to be prescribed for overcoming the difficulty which arises when the original

locality or one of the original localities cited by the author of the name of a

given species are found to be incorrect. Mistakes of this kind are of frequent

occurrence in the older literature, as the result, no doubt, of incorrect informa-

tion furnished to the author concerned by the collector or other person from

whomthe original specimens were received. Similar mistakes are not infrequent

in the modern literature where expeditions in remote coimtries have had to

rely upon material obtained in the interior by native collectors. A species

based upon an erroneous type locality occupies a position very similar to that

occupied by a genus based upon an erroneously determined type species. It

is recommended therefore that the solution to be adopted should be similar

(see 1950, Bull. zool. Noinencl. 4 : 158-159), that is, that the Articles dealing

with type locaUties should provide that, a locality cited or indicated by an

author in the original description of a species as being the locality or one of the

locaUties in which the type material or part of it was obtained is to be deemed
to be such a locaUty, save that, where speciaUsts are of the opinion that the

type locaUty of the species, as determined under the rules suggested in paragraph

23 above is incorrect, the case is to be submitted to the International Com-
mission on Zoological Nomenclature, which, if satisfied that the type locaUty

is erroneous, is to designate as the type locaUty of the species concerned, either

(a) the actual locaUty from which the type material was obtained, if this is

known from sources other than the original description of the species con-

cerned, or, if that locaUty is not known, a locality, the selection of which as

such would harmonise best with current nomenclatorial practice, except,

where the Commission, on the advice of speciaUsts, is of the opinion that that

practice is erroneous and that its perpetuation would lead to confusion, in

which case the Commission shaU designate as the type locaUty of the nominal

species in question whatever locaUty it may consider to be the most appro-

priate. It wiU clearly be important in such cases to secure a thorough con-

sultation ^vith interested specialists before a decision is taken by the Com-
mission, and it is accordingly suggested that the proposed Article (1) should

place on the Commission the obUgation to give pubUc notice of the receipt of

any appUcation for the varying of a type locaUty in like manner to that

prescribed in cases involving the possible use of the plenary powers and (2)

should prescribe that a period not of six months but of twelve months shall

elapse between the date on which such public notice is given and the date on

which the Commission may take its decision on the appUcation in question.

27. In addition to providing for the correction of erroneous type locaUties,

the Article relating to the determination of type locaUties will need to provide

also for the case where no 1 )caUtf was known for a given species at the time
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29. Instability in the nomenclature of Fossil Species arising from
the inclusion in the original description of species of unduly vague,

incomplete or erroneous particulars relating to the locality and situa-

tion in which the type material was obtained : The need for nomen-
clatorial purposes of a clearly defined type locality is often just as essential

in the case of Fossil Species as it is in that of Eecent Species ; so far as I can

see, the scheme for determining the locality to be accepted for the foregoing

purpose as the type locahty of a given species —wliich was drawn up entirely

with Recent Species in mind —is just as suitable for Fossil Species. In one

important respect, however, Fossil Species differ in the present context from

Recent Species, namely that it is just as important to know the Geological Age
of the rocks in which a given fossil was found and the horizon in which it was
located as it is to know the locality in which that fossil was discovered. It is

suggested therefore that for the purpose of promoting stabihty in the nonaen-

clature of Fossil Specits at the species-name level, the scheme suggested in the

immediately preceding paragraphs for determining (for nomenclatorial purposes)

the locality to be taken as the type locahty should be supplemented by a

provision applying the same procedure for determining the Geological Age of

the rocks in which the type material of a Fossil Species is to be treated, for

which that material was located. The procedure for determining these questions

would naturally be the same as that for determining the locahty to be accepted

as the type locahty of a species, whether Fossil or Recent.

30. Instability in the nomenclature of parasitic species arising from
the inclusion, in the original description of species, of unduly vague,

incomplete or erroneous particulars relating to the host species on or

in which the type material was obtained : In the preceding

discussion we have concerned ourselves with the nomenclatorial problems

arising from defective information regarding the localities in which the t)rpe

material of species was obtained and, in the case of Fossil Species, the Geological

Age of the rocks in which the type material was obtained and the horizon in

which it was located. That discussion was concerned with overcoming the

difficulties which, in the case of non-parasitic species, give rise to nomen-
clatorial instabUity at the species-name level. In the case of parasitic species,

however, the instability in nomenclature which may arise from defective

information on the subject of the host species may be more serious than that

arising from defective information regarding the locality in which was found

the specimen of the host species on or in which the type material of the parasitic

species was obtained. It is accordingly suggested that the scheme for promoting

stabihty at the species-name level by providing means for determining for

nomenclatorial purposes the locahty to be accepted as the type locahty should

be supplemented by a parallel and similar procedure for eliminating instabihty

in the nomenclature of parasitic species for determining the species to be

accepted for nomenclatorial purposes as the host species.

(b) The promotion of nomenclatorial stability by the more
extended use of existing provisions for stabilising individual

names

31. Proposal to supplenaent the introduction into the " Regies "

of provisions designed to promote nomenclatorial stability by a more
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n«!^!^**T T °' '?'' T'*'"^
provisions for stabilising individualnames In the preceding Section (Section (a)) we have considered, first, thepossibihty of promoting stability in zoological nomenclature through theadoption of some novel expedient such as a " Law of Prescription," secondthrough amplifications, clarifications and extensions effected within the generalframework of the existmg Regies. We must now turn to consider the con-tribution that can be obtained by a more extended use of the existing provisions

for stabihsmg individual names. It will be convenient for this purpose briefly
to review the character and extent of those provisions.

iq4«^" i*'°''*,"'»f
'°' Stabilising individual names instituted prior to

Ton J.JT7 1 T^^"""^
'"" ^^''' ^^ ^^^^ ^^ t^^ Thirteenth International

Congress of Zoology, two measures only had been taken to stabiUse individualnames These measures which were taken by the Ninth International Congressof Zoology at Monaco m 1913, were the estabUshment of the Official list ofGenenc Names ^n Zoology, and the grant to the International Commission onZoological Nomenclature of plenary powers to suspend the normal application
ot the Regies m cases where the Commission was satisfied that otherwise
greater confusion than uniformity would ensue. Though these measures werealready thn:ty-five years old at the time of the Paris Congress, such Uttle usehad been made of either dm-mg that period that it can confidently be claimedthat the full advantages of neither had by that time been appreciated by thegeneral body of zoologists. That so Httle benefit had been obtained from theforegoing decisions was due in varying extent to two quite distinct causes-

first, the interruptions caused by two World Wars and the attitude of defeatismand lassitude which marked the inter-war years ; second, the technical defectsof t^he measures taken by the Monaco Congress to give practical effect to these
decisions. The defects which retarded the gro^^th of the Official List included •

Ai D^ 7
^ ^;^/Ionaco to integrate this mechanism into the general body

n^ ir^f ; (2) the failure to accord a defined status to names placed on the
ty#ct«( ^s^j (3) the absence of provisions as to the particulars (bibUographicaland other) to be included in entries made on the Officii List

; (4) the fact that
decisions placing names on the 0#aa/ List were scattered over a large number
of separate 0^*mon. published over a long period of years, and in consequencewere not at all easily accessible

; (5) the lack even of an index of the names sofar placed on the Official List. The defects which impaired the value of theCommission s plenary powers included : (1) the failure at Monaco to integrate
this important development into the Regies themselves, thereby lending colour
to the argument later advanced by opponents of this method of nomenclatorial
stabilisation that the decision estabUshing the plenary powers was in some
undefined way of inferior status to the decision under which the Regies them-
selves had been established, although in fact both had been established in
exactly the same way, namely by a decision taken by an International Congress
of Zoology mPlenary Session

; (2) the fact that the use of these powers wasmade subject to the Libemm Veto, under which any one member of the Com-
mission was placed ma position virtually to nullify^ the grant of those powers
the only remedy in such a case being the cumbrous and slow-moving procedure
represented by the appointment of a Special Board by the Chairman of the
bection on Nomenclature of the next International Congress of Zoology
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(3) the lack of any means at the immediate disposal of the Commission for bring-

ing applications involving the possible use of the plenary powers to the attention

of interested zoologists. In these circumstances it is not surprising that in

the thirty-five years following the institution of these two measures only some
six hundred names had been placed on the Official List and the plenary powers

had been used on only a handful of occasions. Thus, both the reforms instituted

by the Monaco Congress had failed to secure even the limited degree of nomen-
clatorial stabilisation which they were intended to achieve.

33. Provisions for the stabilisation of individual names instituted

by the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology, Paris, 1948 :

The Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology at its assembly in Paris in

1948 evinced a determination to take every immediately practicable measure

to promote stability in nomenclature and for this purpose did not hesitate

to sweep aside any time-worn procedures which might stand in the way of

the achievement of this object. The members of the Commission in Paris

shared the general view of the Congress and the Commission was able therefore

to co-operate closely with the Congress in devising reforms designed to curb

the constant changing of names of the kind which had proceeded uninterruptedly

during the inter-war years but which was so repugnant to the post-war sentiment

of zoologists, especially, though not all exclusively, those of the rising generation.

The matters to which the Commission and the Section on Nomenclature

immediately addressed themselves at Paris included : (1) the modernisation

and reform of the provisions relating to the grant to the Commission of Plenary

Powers to vary the normal operation of the rules for the purpose of avoiding

confusion in nomenclature and the incorporation of those provisions in the

Regies themselves (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 55-56) ; (2) the removal of

the major obstacle to stability represented by the long-standing doubt as to

the meaning to be applied to the expression " nomenclature binaire " as used

in Article 25 (a subject on which unfortunately the Commission itself had
formerly found itself in opposition to the general sentiment of zoologists)

(1950, ibid. 4 : 63-66) ; (3) the reform of the rules governing the Official List

of Generic Natms in Zoology, these reforms including the grant of a high degree

of protection for names stabilised in this way, the incorporation in the Regies

of provisions regulating this Official List, and the addition to the Regies of a

special Schedule in which the Official List should in future be recorded, the

entries made thereon being thus given the same status as that of any other

part of the Regies (1950, Bull. zool. Nonmicl. 4 : 267-268, 271, 334). Having
in this way re-formed and revivified the two important organs for the promotion

of nomenclatorial stability estabUshed by the Monaco Congress and at the

same swept away the most harmful of the obscurities which had hitherto

marred the Regies, the Paris Congress turned its attention to devising further

means for stabilising individual names. The most important of the measures

so taken were : (1) the estabUshment of an Official List of Specific Trivial

Names in Zoology with a status similar in all respects to that accorded to the

Official List of Generic Names imder the reforms then agreed upon, including

the incorporation in the Regies of provisions regulating this Official List and

the addition to the R^les of a special Schedule for its reception (1950, Bull,

zool. Nommcl. 4 : 270-271, 283-284. 333-334) ; (2) the establishment of an
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Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Generic Names in Zoologij and of a

corresponding Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Specific Trivial Names in

Zoology, the purpose of these Official Indexes being to provide a place of

])erinanent burial for names (whether generic or trivial) which were either

suppressed by the Commission under its j)lenary powers or declared by it

to be invalid (thus depriving such names of further power of creating confusion

and instability in nomenclature), the inclusion in the Regies of provisions

regulating these Official Indexes and the addition to the Regies of Schedule

for their reception (1950, ihid. 4 : 334) ; (3) the inclusion among the duties

of the International Conunission on Zoological Nomenclature (which it was

then decided should in future be specified in an Article to be included in the

Regies) of the express duty of maintaining the Official Lists and of jiromoting

their development to the full extent of its power (1950, ibid. 4 : "269. 271).

34. The " Official Lists " viewed as instruments for the stabilisation of

zoological nomenclature : A\'e have already noted (paragraph 32) that

the extremely limited use made during the period 1913-1948 of the mechanism

provided by the Official List of Generic Names was due to an important extent

to the inadequacy of the means placed at the disposal of the Commission for

operating that mechanism, coupled with the half-hearted spirit in which the

Congress had established the Official List and in which the Commission had

received it into its charge. But it is likely that, even if the Commission had

been strictly enjoined by the ^lonaco Congress to develop the Offiicial List by

every means -at its disposal and had been given all the powers necessary for

this purpose, progress with the development of the Official List, though far

more rapid than in fact it was, would nevertheless have been relatively slow :

for it was not until after the end of the First World War in 1918 that com-

prehensive efforts were made by specialists in particular groups to apply the

Regies strictly to the names of the genera and species comprised in those

groups. Clearly, such a survey is an essential prerequisite to any concerted

action for the stabilisation of names in any group, for, until such a survey

has been made, it is impossible either to determine which of the important

names in the group are invaUd and may call for special treatment under the

Commission's plenary powers and which names are valid in all re-spects and

are thus immediately eligible for admission to the respective Official Lists.

In more recent times coasiderable progress has been made in the carrying out

of such surveys anfl. in consequence, the opportunity for placing large numl>ers

of names on the Official Lists is much greater today than ever before and the

number of names available for standardisation in this way is likely to grow

steadily from now onwards. The circimastances are therefore })ecidiarly

favourable for a forward drive for stabihsation through the Official Lists.

It was sometimes argued in the ])ast —and may still l)e argued here and there

•—that but little benefit is obtained by placing valid names on the Official

List. But this, it is suggested, is a short-sighted and misconceived point of

view if the object is to prevent further upsettings of well-established names.

For in fact, ho\vever carefully a worker or group of workers may search the

literature (itself a tinie-consimiing and undesirable substitute for zoological

studies), the accumulations of l)ooks and 'pa])ers ])ublished during the Ix^st

part of two hundred years (1758-1952) is so vast and many of the older works
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are so scarce that it is virtually impossible to bo sure tluit even well-knowu

names published 150 years ago and in general use (?ver since are absolutely

safe from attack by older names excavated from long-neglected literature.

To take the birds alone, no one a couple of years ago would have suj^posed

that it would be possible to identify considerable ninnl)ers of Gmelins hitherto

unrecognisable nominal species and thus to bring his names for tliose species

into use in place of the names which in many cases those species have borne

for decades ; nor was it to have been expected that new Linnean names would

have been unearthed with further consecpient displacement of well-established

names. Yet both these things have happened and the same process is at work
ill the nomenclature of other parts of the Animal Kingdom. If the names
uprooted by these taxonomic and bibUographical studies had already been

placed on the appropriate Official Lids, they would not have been liable to

immediate overthrow on the publication of the foregoing studies, for under

the regulations now governing the Official Lists a name once placed upon
either of those Lists cannot be put on one side, unless and mitil, on having

the facts placed before it, the Commission so directs. But this is not the only

reason why the placing of a name on one of the Official Lists constitutes an

important stabilising factor, for the Official Lists constitute —and, as they

grow in length, will increasingly constitute —the standard of reference for

future workers. Moreover, for non-specialists such as many teachers of zoology

and workers in the field of applied biology, the Official Lists, when properly

developed in accordance with the instructions of the Congress, will, by reason

of their authoritative character, provide the indispensible and long-desired

source from which such workers can ascertain the valid names for the animals

with which they are concerned, without need to have recourse to specialist

literature. Thus, the Official Lists offer a hitherto undreamt-of means for

securing stabiUty for the names of genera and species. All that is needed to

secure this goal in any given group is a single concerted effort on the part of

specialists in that group for the purpose of preparing the requisite applications

to the International Commission. Once that effort has been made and the

principal names (generic and trivial) in that group have been placed upon
the Official Lists, the nomenclature of that group will have freed itself from

the risk of constant change and growing confusion and the workers in that

grou]) will be free for the first time since the sub-Linuean times of the XVIIIth
century wholeheartedly to devote themselves to zoology, unhampered l:)y the

need to devote a large part of their time and energy to the consideration of

disputed questions of nomenclature.

35. The Commission's plenary powers as an agent for securing
nomenclatorial stability in certain cases : In the preceding ])aragraph we
have con.sidered the value of the Official List^i as a means for stabilising (and thus

])rotecting) names (whether generic or trivial) which in any grouj) are today
believed by specialists in that group to be the oldest available (and, therefore,

valid) names for the genera and species concerned. In doing so, we noted that

large advances towards stabilisation can be obtained in this way only after a

careful ])reliminary survey has been made of the nomenclature of whatever

may be the group concerned, for it is only such surveys that can jjrovide satis-
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factory prima facie evidence as to the validity of names now in current use.

Inevitably, such surveys will not only show which of the names in use in that

group are, so far as current knowledge can show, both uomenclatorially available

and taxonomically valid ; for such surveys will show also which of the names
in present-day use in that group are invalid nomenclatorially, either as subjec-

tive or objective synonyms or as junior homonvms. This residuum will need

to be considered carefully from the point of view of the possible use of the

Commission's plenary powers ; in every case where those powers are used to

validate any such name, that name will (under the procedure laid down by the

Paris Congress) at once take its place on the appropriate Official List, its avail-

ability thereupon ceasing to be a matter for discussion. Those who hitherto

have looked askance at the use of the Commission's plenary powers have often

based their attitude not upon an avowed liking for name-changing for its own
sake but upon the ground either that the frequent use of the plenary powers

might undermine the Regies or that the number of cases where the use of the

plenary powers might have to be invoked would be so large as to reach propor-

tions beyond the capacity of the Commission to deal with. The first of these

fears has been completely eliminated by the decision by the Paris Congress to

incorporate the plenary powers provisions in the Regies, thus making action

under those powers just as much a compliance with the provisions of the Regies

as is (for example) action taken under Article 25 (Law of Priority) or under

Articles 34-36 (Law of Homonymy). The .second of the fears referred to above

can be found to be justified or unjustifiefl only after the nomenclature of any

given group has been subjected to the jireliminary study to which reference has

already been made. My belief —based upon my own experience —is that the

fears under this head expressed by workers in groups in which the requisite pre-

liminary study has not been carried out are greatly exaggerated. For example,

it may not be without interest to note that, when during the "thirties I carried

out a comprehensive review of the generic names of the butterflies (a group in

which, because of the high proportion of old names involved, it might have been

expected that extensive use of the Commission's plenary powers would be

necessary if confusing and otherwise objectionable name-changing was to be

avoided), the number of names which, in agreement with fellow- workers in

the group. I considered it essential to bring before the Commission as cases

requiring (in our judgment) the use of the plenary powers was extremely small,

representing httle more than one-tenth of one per cent, of the total number of

names comprised in the group. Now that this initial effort has been made and

decisions reached by the Commission on the small number of cases submitted,

it is extremely unlikely that the future will witness any but a few scattered

further applications for the use of the plenary powers in connection with the

generic names in this group, such few further applications as may be found to

be necessary being due to the discovery in the case of well-kno\\'n names of

technical nomenclatorial defects not so far detected. The experience described

above in the case of the Initterflies does not stand by itself, for similar results

have followed the surveys in the generic nomenclature of other insect groups

caiTied out in connection with the preparation of the work entitled " Generic

Names of British Insects
'" sponsored by the Royal Entomological Society of

London, jointly with the Department of Entomology of the British I\Iuseum

(Natural History), the nujnber of oases where it was considered necessary to
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make application to the Commission for the use of its plenary powers being in

each group very small in relation to the total number of names examined.

36. In these circumstances, we may, therefore, fairly conclude : —(1) that as

and when the nomenclature of any given group is subjected to critical examina-

tion, a certain number of cases will be brought to light where there will be

grounds for asking the Commission to use its plenary powers for the purpose of

l)re venting the confusion which the rejection of those names would cause,

but that the absolute number of such cases is Ukely to be small and that the

nmnber of such appUcations, judged in relation to the total number of names
in the group concerned, will certainly be infinitesimal

; (2) that, after a survey

has been made for any given group and the resulting problems have been

decided by the Commission, the number of cases where appHcations for the

use of the plenary powers in connection with the names of genera or species

in that group will arise may be expected to be negligible. Taking the whole

field of zoological nomenclature, we find today that considerable numbers

of applications are now being received. That this should be so is entirely

to be expected and is the inevitable —and. in every way, desirable —result

of the growing efforts of specialists in many groups to obtam decisions under

the plenary powers in regard to names of special importance, which have

long been known to be invalid but which have not hitherto been brought

before the Commission because of the fear on the part of the specialists concerned

—a fear which, so far as the inter- war years were concerned, was justified

—

that the Commission was not prepared to take a forward line in the active

pursuit of stability in nomenclature.

37. Until these pent-up applications have found their way to the Com-
mission, the number of applications received for the use of the plenary powers

is likely to remain relatively high. Once this abnormal transitional phase has

been passed through, the rate at which applications are submitted involving

the possible use of the plenary powers is likely to sink to a lower level ; there-

after the applications received may be expected to consist mainly of batches of

cases relating to names in particular groups, as and when the nomenclature

of those groups is subjected to critical examination of the kind described in the

paragraph 35 above. In addition to applications for the use of the plenary

powers in relation to particular nanies it may be expected also that from time

to time applications will be submitted to the Commission for the suppression

for nomenclatorial purposes of long-forgotten names contained in neglected

works of ancient date as and when more of these are unearthed. Clearly, the

j)lenarv powers have a most valuable contribution to make to the stabilisation

of zoological nomenclattire by suppressing these antiques, as soon as tliey make
their appearance and before they have an opportunity of doing serious harm

by upsetting —for no possible useful purpose —names in current use,
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PART
3. REQUEST TO SPECIALISTS FOR ADVICE

also to teachers and to apnUed biolo.,istfof aMMnH, if
""'"'™'

therefore that the ground ^Eould be ej^ti^d a' ttrtghr-^oiSSr
:is,iSri\«s\reSre.rn:noT^^^^^
practicable, it may be incorporated ,n thrg:„:;allh™erbe LbS

i^rir.r^'^'"^
^"^o "-'^ ""^^ ?«t;tptd'"^„T„1f;s;at

:CiS~icX^^^^^^ ti a^' -s

(1) Do you consider that the stabilisation of zoological nomenclaturewould best be promoted by the introduction into the RegklJlnovel xpedient such as a "Law of Prescription" (paragraphs
4-7

,
or do you consider that the foregoing objective could bestbe secured by means of amplifications, clarifications and extensionsca^d out within the existing framework of the Regies (para^aph

9-30 and by the more extended use of the exiting provisions
for stabilising mdmdual names through the Official Zi^paragJaplis

(2) If you are in favour of the adoption of a "Law of Prescription."what suggestions have you for overcoming the disadvantages and
difliculties mvolved (paragraph 7) ?

6 u
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(3) If you consider that the best course would be to promote stability

by means of developments carried out within the existing framework

of the Begles and by an extension of the Official List procedure,

what are your views on the various suggestions enumerated in

paragraphs 9-37 of the present inquiry 1

(4:) Have you any suggestions for promoting stability in zoological

nomenclature in addition to those enumerated in the present

inquiry ? If so, please give particulars.

40. Request as to procedure to be followed in furnishing comments
in response to the present appeal for advice : As has been explained in

the introductorv note to the present series of papers (1952, Bull. zool. Nomencl.

7 : 1-3), the Commission does not possess sufficient funds to enable it to

employ any whole-time clerical or typing staff. In consequence, zoologists

who are kind enough to respond to the present appeal for advice will be rendering

a double service if they will be so kind as to comply with the following procedure

when forwarding statements of their views, that is, that those statements

should be typewritten, double-spaced, with wide margins, on one side of the

page only, and should be furnished in duplicate. Finally, it should be noted

that communications arising out of the present appeal for comment and advice

on the problem of how best to stabilise zoological nomenclature should be

addressed to myself, as Secretary to the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature (address : 28 Park Village East, Regent's Park, London, N.W.I,

England). Every communication on the foregoing subject should be clearly

marked with the Commission's Reference Number, Z.N.(S.)359.


